
what it is: 
A bioactive, 2-step in-salon service infused with our patented K18Peptide™, clinically proven to repair hair damage  
and renew strands for the strength, softness, smoothness and bounce of virgin hair. 

the formulas 
K18 Professional Mist is the pre-service part of our 2-step in-salon service. Our mist was engineered to make hair strong 
enough to withstand damage occuring during a chemical service. The pH level of 7.5-8.0 shifts the cuticle layer to 
penetrate hair’s cortex and hone in on damage sites, resetting hair’s healthy canvas before exposing it to the damage of 
bleach, color, or other chemical services.
K18 Professional Mask is a post-service treatment that repairs damage caused during any salon service. With a pH level of 
5.0-6.0, the formula helps to close the cuticle and seal in the peptide to repair broken keratin chains, with added lightweight 
conditioning benefits to keep hair smooth and soft.

what they do 
•	 Next-level hair renewal: Traveling into the inner-most layers of hair to reach the core polypeptide chains (keratin 

chains), our revolutionary K18Peptide™ is just the right size and molecular structure to fit in and reconnect broken 
chains and reconform any disturbed disulfide bonds. This reconnection is what renews hair for that like-new look  
and feel.

•	 Made for all hair types:  Our unique peptide does more, transforming even the most extreme damage caused by 
chemical services into stronger, softer, and bouncier hair that looks and feels like it’s original, youthful state. You can  
feel and see the difference with the first use.  
 Can be used immediately after chemical services to repair damage done during the service, and at home to keep hair in 
its healthiest, strongest state.

•	 Lasting results that won’t wash away: Using biomimetics, the K18Peptide™ mimics the natural structure of keratin 
building blocks and therefore, is recognized as natural by hair instead of a facilitated bond—so it’s able to integrate itself 
within the keratin chains to rebuild and restore hair both immediately, and over time. All this to say, it’s not washed away 
by water or shampoo like traditional bonding agents, making K18 a genuine and lasting solution for damaged strands. 

THE K18PEPTIDE™ MOLECULAR REPAIR SERVICE

professional leave-in  
molecular repair hair  
mist + mask
pricing & sizes:
Mist: $56, 150 ml / 5 fl oz (Pro-only price) 
Mask: $56, 150 ml / 5 fl oz (Pro-only price)

formulated without:
Sulfates, parabens, phthalates, silicones, artificial colors, sodium chloride,  
formaldehyde and formaldehyde donors.  
Vegan and cruelty-free.
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It IS that good, and that’s not just our opinion—that’s science. 
THE APPROACH: K18 challenges what haircare can do
Until now, haircare products have fallen into two categories: conditioning treatments that coat hair, offering superficial 
hydration and sheen, or repair treatments that work to patch damage like internal glue, offering strong but temporary results. 
Our K18Peptide™, using biotech instead of traditional cosmetic chemistry, reconnects both the interchains and intrachains 
that make up the structure of the hair to repair damage and promote strength and elasticity—and it won’t wash out with 
water or shampoo, so hair gets stronger with each treatment.

THE RESEARCH: K18 is backed by biotech
After spending a decade in the lab scanning and testing all amino acid sequences searching for a breakthrough within the 
entire keratin genome that makes up hair, we discovered one unique sequence that brings damaged hair back to its original, 
youthful state – our patented K18Peptide™. With this active sequence, our science team discovered a way to guide the 
shape of hair fibers to reverse chemically damaged hair. The result is hair that looks and feels strong, soft, smooth, and 
bouncy. Just like new. 

THE RESULTS : K18 creates a healthy canvas for creativity and expression
No more compromising. Chemically treated or bleached hair is the most prone to damage, but with the K18Peptide™,  
the more damaged the hair, the more dramatic the results. Now you can achieve any look—and do it in one appointment.

 clinical results:
With just one salon treatment using K18 Mist + Mask, hair is restored to: 

91% virgin strength* and 94% virgin elasticity*
*Results observed in a clinical study while using mist and mask as part of a bleaching treatment. Results may vary depending on hair type, quality, and history.

product origin: 
For years, cosmetic chemistry has dominated the haircare space, promising to rebuild hair bonds and make hair look good 
while doing it. Introduced to the world of haircare by co-founder Britta, K18 Biomimetic Hairscience co-founder, Suveen had 
an aha! moment. He discovered that while cosmetic chemistry could temporarily repair hair damage and make hair appear 
healthier, biotech was the path to deliver science-backed long-lasting results that actually made hair look and feel like new. 
On a mission to provide an elegant solution, Suveen immersed himself in the biotech world. After spending a decade 
scanning and testing the amino acid sequences covering the entire genome searching for a breakthrough, top European 
bio-engineering scientist, Professor Artur Cavaco Paulo discovered the perfect puzzle piece to repair damaged keratin chains 
and bring hair back to its original, youthful state – our patented K18Peptide™. 
This love child of biotech and haircare was born in the lab to deliver a way for you to create without boundaries.  

how to use: 
Mist
1. Before all professional and chemical services,  

mist hair with water (do not saturate).
2. Apply a generous amount of K18 Mist to hair,  

section by section.
3. Let sit for 4 minutes to activate. Do NOT rinse out.
4. Dry hair and process as usual.
5. Shampoo, do not condition.
6. Towel-dry thoroughly.
7. Continue treatment with K18 Mask.

Mask
1. Shampoo, do not condition (so the mask  

can penetrate hair more effectively).
2. Towel dry hair until damp.
3. Start with one pump and add more as needed, 

depending on length, thickness, and hair condition.  
The concentrated formula ensures a little goes a  
long way. 

4. Work evenly into hair, one pump at a time,  
working from ends to roots.  

5. Wait 4 minutes for the formula to penetrate.  
Do not rinse out. 

6. Style as usual. 
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